Photography Courses by instructor Andrea Sirois

Fall 2022

#1 - PHOTOGRAPHY: COLOUR + LIGHT

©Andrea Sirois – Salt Spring Island and Spanish Banks,
October 2021

Grab your camera and get ready to make great images this fall! That’s the goal of this
course! We’ll start by looking at camera techniques and delve into weekly assignments
designed to challenge and get our creativity flowing. Through discussions and
exploratory assignments we’ll discover fun and intriguing subjects that inspire us to
generate new images.
Autumn colour and light will be the background for our image making. Observing and
directing the elements of colour, light, shadows, patterns and textures will be our focus
for making visuals with impact. If you are ready to grab your gear and get shooting, this
course is for you!

DETAILS:
DATE: Tuesday, September 27 – November 15, 2022
TIME: 6:30 – 9:00 PM
LOCATION: Online via Zoom
SIZE: Minimum 8 - Maximum 12 students
COST: $295

www.andreasirois.com

778-994-6758

andreasirois@gmail.com
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# 2 - THE PHOTOGRAPHIC PROJECT

©Andrea Sirois – Salt Spring Island and Spanish Banks,
October 2021

From single hits to multi-image series’, exploring photographic projects provides
excitement for the photographer looking to develop their style. In this course you’ll learn
methodologies to uncover your ‘look’ and define your signature work. As well, you’ll
determine structures to set-up a personalized framework for moving forward.
Whether your projects are individual succinct images, or long-term explorations, there
are strategies for initiating and maintaining ideas and momentum. Throughout the
course we’ll look at how other photographers “get their work out there” as a source of
inspiration. And you’ll be presented with ways to seek out resources to establish a
foundation to sustain your projects beyond the course. Andrea will schedule one-onone meetings with each participant.

DETAILS:
DATE: Wednesday, October 05 – November 23, 2022
TIME: 6:30 – 9:00 PM
LOCATION: Online via Zoom
SIZE: Minimum 8 - Maximum 12 students
COST: $350

www.andreasirois.com

778-994-6758

andreasirois@gmail.com
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#3 - The Photographic Walk – Victoria

©Andrea Sirois, Infinity Point

©Andrea Sirois, The Trees Perspective

Join us for a weekend of photography and fun in beautiful, Victoria, BC. We’ll venture
out on our weekend in search of magic in the architecture, natural settings, and details
the city has to offer. Taking advantage of the beautiful fall light, we’ll explore the
character of intimate streetscapes with its tiny corridors and vibrant streets.
Victoria has no shortage of unique nature and sea views right within the city’s core.
We’ll visit these locales with fresh eyes practicing our camera and compositional
techniques to capture these scenes with impact. Be sure to bring your walking shoes,
energy and curiosity as we really look and seek to make beautiful images!
DETAILS:
DATE: Saturday + Sunday, October 15th and 16th, 2022 - 8:30 AM - 1:00 PM,
PLUS: Saturday Night Photography - 7:00-9:00 PM (optional attendance)
IMAGE REVIEW: Oct. 27th - 6:30-9:00 PM
COST: $195

www.andreasirois.com

778-994-6758

andreasirois@gmail.com

